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Chapter 1 
The Types of Men

Hi! I’m Ronnie Ann Ryan the Dating Coach and for over 10 years I’ve 

been helping thousands of single women like you accelerate their 

search for love. More than anything I want to help you attract and find 

the love you want as fast as humanly possible. My proven methods are 

practical, down to earth, simple and most importantly – they work!

What do men want? It’s hard to figure out isn’t it? For women, 

understanding men is such a difficult mystery. That’s why I invest a lot 

of time learning everything I can, so I can share it with all of you.

So let’s get down to it. What the heck do men want today and how can 

you use this information to your dating advantage right?

First, I’m going to talk about men in general. There are basically two 

kinds of men:

1. Quality men you want to date 

2. The men you shouldn’t date but, sometimes get taken in by

Obviously this is a wild generalization but, please bear with me on this 

for a moment.

Overall, I have identified nine types of men. I’ll start by describing the 

last group – the men you want to avoid dating. Some are more obvious 

than others.
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be taken in again. Anybody ever spend time with a player? It’s only fun 

in the beginning.

5) Mr. Non-Committal 

The fifth kind of guy is Mr. Non-Committal. He comes in different 

varieties – 

 ✧ The kind of guy who calls every few weeks to squeeze you into 

his hectic schedule

 ✧ The kind of guy who can’t find much time for you on the 

weekend

 ✧ The kind of guy who acts like your boyfriend but doesn’t want 

to discuss exclusivity 

 ✧ The kind of guy who acts like your boyfriend but doesn’t want to 

take it to the next level or get more serious or discuss marriage

6) Mr. Deeply Wounded

The sixth guy is one who has been deeply wounded by the last women 

he was with or all women. He has a huge chip on his shoulder about 

women and is very angry. Sometimes he’s out for revenge against all 

women. Sometimes he’s just uncaring and difficult to deal with. A tip 

off – often these are the men who want to split the check. This isn’t 

always true but it’s a red flag worth keeping an eye on.

Now for the kind of guys worth considering.

7) Mr. Harmless but Clueless 

The seventh guy is Mr. Harmless but Clueless. He acts like your 

boyfriend, but makes a lot of relationship mistakes. He’s a man’s man 

and needs a lot of man time. You share your feelings and a blank look 

1) The Gay Man

The first man is gay, so he’s not part of the picture at all. I would hope 

that most women know better than to try to convert one of these 

guys. Not going to happen no matter how great it would be.

2) Straight but Confirmed Bachelor

The second is a straight man, but he’s just not interested in getting 

involved at any level. Or he might sleep around some and date casually. 

Usually these men tell you right away they don’t want a relationship 

and when they say this – PLEASE BELIEVE THEM.

3) The Married Man

The third kind of guy is a married man who tells you how terrible his 

wife is, or she’s sick, or she doesn’t understand him. But, he just can’t 

leave her or maybe he will in a few years. I know a lot of women who 

have wasted countless years on married men who make promises they 

never fulfill. I hope you won’t get sucked in by any of their sob stories.

4) The Player

The fourth kind of man is the player. This guy is charming in a big way. 

He read the secret handbook on the exact things a woman wants to 

hear or needs to hear to sweep her off her feet. He’ll make her fall 

hard and fast. He enjoys the conquest of winning you over. 

However, once he’s got you, the fun for him and his interest dissipates. 

He’ll get bored quickly and disappear almost as fast as he showed up. 

Being swept off your feet often means you will soon be dumped on 

your butt, left befuddled, hurt and even angry. Then, scared you could 
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Chapter 2 
The Purpose of Dating 

Now, it’s not always immediately obvious which category a man falls 

into – that’s why I say dating is a contraction for two words – data 

(d-a-t) and gathering (i-n-g). The point of dating is to observe the man 

to see if he is potentially a good match. Dating is not the same as being 

in a relationship. Yet, many women fall into this trap, believing four 

dates means something to the man. It may and it might not. You have 

to be patient and wait to see what he does next.

The point of dating is to watch for a man who shows you consistency 

in his actions and his ability to do follow through on what he says he 

will. You also want to look for a man who treats you the way you want 

to be treated, who pursues you, who is fun and enjoyable. You want 

a man you respect and one who is willing to be monogamous. Sounds 

good right?

Here are a couple of analogies to help you better understand my view 

of dating and its basic function:

1. Dating Is Like a High School Chemistry Experiment

Remember high school chemistry class? You put all the ingredients for 

your chemistry experiment in to a beaker. Maybe stir things up. Turn 

on the Bunsen burner and then you do nothing but watch and observe 

to see what happens. You make notes to understand the results of 

your experiment. That’s it.

You do not add more ingredients or stir the pot again. This is the 

same as if you start calling a man, ask him out, or ask why he hasn’t 

crosses his face. It’s not that he’s mean or doesn’t want you to be 

happy. It’s that he just has no clue how to be in a relationship.

Generally, the good side of Mr. Harmless but Clueless is that he loves 

you and wants you. And he will likely try to do better if you can talk to 

him in a way his masculine brain can understand.

8) Mr. Passive/Feminine Energy 

The eighth kind of man is a passive guy. He meets a chick in charge, 

a powerful woman and he wants to hold on for dear life. He might 

be happy to let you pay or happy to let you make all decisions. His 

masculine leadership skills lie fallow and unused. Or he simply doesn’t 

have this quality. He could be an excellent mate and very supportive 

partner if you don’t mind being the one in charge.

9) The Gem

The ninth kind of man is the one who desires a healthy, loving 

relationship just like you do. He comes in two basic varieties 

 ✧ The kind of guy who was deeply hurt by his last woman or is 

tired of being rejected by women who are mean. Now he may 

be gun shy

 ✧ The kind of guy who has healed his wounds and is relationship 

ready. 

I went through this entire list of nine types of guys because you want 

to understand men right? First, you need to understand what’s going 

on for these guys and have some empathy for them.
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Now you understand the types of men that are worthy of dating 

because they have the most potential for long-term relationship. And 

you have a better understanding of how dating works today because 

of the two analogies I explained. Next up - I’m going to reveal how to 

maximize a man’s interest in you. 

called you. You restrain yourself so that you can observe how much he 

wants to impress you, how much he pursues you, and how much he 

wants to win you over. And the only way to know for sure is when you 

don’t prompt him. Nope, you let him do what he wants to do without 

interfering. Just like that chemistry experiment. That’s how you will 

know his intentions – to watch his actions.

2.  Dating is like Ballroom Dancing

In the second analogy, ballroom dancing, there is only one leader and 

one follower. As the woman, you must follow the man’s lead if you 

want to dance well together. 

Do you remember Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire? Their dancing was 

legendary. Ginger Rogers didn’t feel like a second class citizen because 

she followed Fred’s lead. Oh no. Ginger was quoted saying, “I do 

exactly what Fred does; only I do it backwards and in heels.” So, in 

fact, she felt even more skilled to follow his lead.

What has this got to do with dating? When you follow a man’s lead, 

you let him call you, ask you out, and pay for the first few dates. You 

don’t prompt him with texts, emails or telephone calls. Men often see 

this as invasive. You are entering his world uninvited. 

Not every man thinks this way, but you don’t know who does or doesn’t, 

so best not to initiate communication during the start of things. After 

10 dates or so, you move into the first phase of relationship. Once you 

know you have a date on Saturday night without discussing it – then 

you will find things start to balance out. At that point, you can start to 

call him more often. 
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Chapter 4 
Key #1 — You’re a Great Catch 

Do you know that you are a great catch? As Steve Harvey, author of 

Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man, talks about this as you knowing you 

are the prize. That doesn’t mean you get to be a bitch or act nasty to 

men you don’t want or for that matter do want. What it does mean is 

to value yourself as the prize. When you know you are a great catch 

and a man would be lucky to be with a woman like you, you handle 

yourself very differently.

A. You exude confidence

Current social research shows that both genders want a confident 

partner. A confident woman is very attractive because she appears to 

have her act together. She has presence as she walks into the room. 

People want to be around her because confidence is naturally alluring. 

Confidence is not arrogance, yet many people confuse these two. 

The Definition of Confidence: 

Belief in oneself and one’s powers or abilities; self-reliance; 

self assurance.

This is about being comfortable in your own skin. Confident about who 

you are and what you have to offer a man. Knowing you are a good 

catch, alluring and desirable. Knowing there are other men out there 

for you when one guy is rude, uncaring or dumps you. A confident 

woman is never desperate or clingy. She knows when to walk away. 

Let me share some quotes about confidence from a few famous 

women, current and not so current. 

Chapter 3 
Why the 5 Keys Are So Important to Finding Love 

Anyone worried about the competition from other women out there? 

If you are, then this is the way to make the most of who you naturally 

are. I’m not talking about plastic surgery here. Attraction is key - that 

is not the question. But at least 80% of your beauty is totally based on 

how you feel about yourself inside. And how you feel about men as 

well.

What I am about to reveal now is how to separate yourself from the 

sea of women by building yourself up. And by knowing what men want 

so you can present those qualities. 

The good news is you most likely already have these qualities! I just 

want to help you know what men are looking for, bring these qualities 

to the forefront, polish them up and make sure you focus on them on 

a date or when you’re out meeting men.

Here they are – the five keys to maximize his interest in you.
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But, let’s just say that you make yourself scarce and withdraw when 

a man doesn’t show you the respect you deserve. This goes for him 

not keeping promises to call or see you, pushing you for sex too soon, 

belittling or yelling at you, etc.

The best course of action is to remove yourself so he knows you will 

not stand for his behavior. Absence makes the heart grow fonder 

as well. When a man messes up, you can gently let him know and 

withdraw. Don’t answer his calls for a few days. Don’t email and text 

right away either.

When a decent guy finds a woman who won’t let him get away with 

anything, who has the confidence to set boundaries and can quickly 

and non-emotionally communicate this, he will take note. He will think 

to himself – “Hmmm, she’s different than other women I’ve met.” He 

will worry – “Did I mess up? Oh oh, what if she finds someone else?” 

Pulling away in confidence makes you that much more valuable and 

an even bigger prize. Something in his life that’s not to be tested and 

could possibly be lost. Finding a great catch of a woman like you is not 

so easy you know.

Pulling away also triggers his innate hunter instinct. You want to keep 

the chase activated for a while. Men want to feel like winners and to do 

that, they have to work for the prize. And the prize is you! I’ve talked 

to so many men and they echo what so many male dating experts say 

–the chase is still alive! 

“Love yourself first and everything else falls into line.” —Lucille Ball. 

Athlete, actor and activist Aimee Mullins, who was a record-breaker at 

the Paralympic Games in 1996, talked about her prosthetic legs at the 

TED conference, “Confidence is the sexiest thing a woman can have. 

It’s much sexier than any body part.”

“No matter what a woman looks like, if she’s confident, she’s sexy.”

—Paris Hilton

I created a program called Confidence is Sexy which offers a number 

of powerful and very effective techniques for building confidence. You 

can definitely improve your self esteem with these proven methods. 

Plus, for women who want to heighten their desirability, I recorded a 

great visualization program called I’m So Alluring which works to build 

belief in your own innate attractiveness. This is potent stuff that can 

make a serious difference in your dating results.

B. You set boundaries and have standards for how you want to be 

treated.

When you are confident and know you’re a great catch, you are far 

less likely to let a man treat you poorly. For some women, they allow 

themselves to be treated poorly because they think they might not 

find another man. Or you think this is how all men behave. Or you 

might believe his excuses.

But a woman who knows she’s a great catch will let a man know what 

she won’t put up with when he has crossed the line. How you deliver 

this message is a different discussion which we cannot get to here. 
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Chapter 5 
Key #2 — You Appreciate and Admire Men

Do you like men?  I mean as people do you like them? You might think 

this is a funny question and it is a bit odd. It always amazes me how 

women are so angry with men in general, but they still want to find a 

man to be in loving relationship. Other women have what I call “great 

disdain for men”. They find them unpleasant and lowly, especially 

compared to women.

This causes an intense inner conflict producing loads of tension. The 

discord creates what is called a “chaotic vibration” which I’ll talk more 

about later. In addition, when you spend a lot of time dissing men, 

talking trash about men, and man bashing, guess what energy you are 

sending out into the cosmos? Man hating vibes!

Now I ask you, what can you hope to achieve by being a man hater? 

Trust me – this line of thinking and emotional belief will not make you 

more attractive. In fact, it works like a repellent to keep good men 

away. Unfortunately, you could still attract men, but they will most 

likely be the first six types of men – the ones who aren’t good for long-

term relationships. This is because these men have a similar energy 

frequency that you are focusing on when you bash men. 

Do you understand what I am talking about and how this works? Man 

bashing makes you vibrate at a lower level and sets up an energy 

magnetism to find more lower quality men who will treat you poorly, 

lie to you, cheat on you, etc. When you hold a low opinion of men, 

you also hold a low vibration about men. You might tend to repeat the 

Don’t deliver yourself on a silver platter. Let him chase you a bit and 

work to win you over. That’s how a man gets invested in you. And that 

is something you want for sure.

You can say this is game playing, but here’s the hard, cold truth - dating 

is a game. You might as well know how things work. When you know 

how to play the game, that’s your first shot at winning!

Crying, begging, screaming and talking will not have the same impact 

during dating as pulling away and making yourself scarce for a few 

days. So, remember to feel confident knowing you are a great catch 

and any man would be darn lucky to be with you.

And if the man you’re dating doesn’t respond well to time away from 

you, that shows you he’s not interested enough and not the right man 

for you.
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 ✧ Common sense

 ✧ Directness

 ✧ Sense of direction

 ✧ Etc.

If you want to find a man to love you, you better know what you like 

and appreciate about men. Why do you admire them as a gender? 

Figure out the reasons! 

Why should you bother doing this? Because this is highly attractive 

to men! A woman who enjoys men stands out from the crowd and all 

the other man haters. When you wonder what a particular woman’s 

secret is in terms of why she always has so many men around her, it’s 

a combination of confidence and enjoyment of men.

How often do you think or talk about how much you like men with 

your girlfriends?

Now, that’s something you can start doing right away. Not all your 

girlfriends will be open to this, but find the ones who are. Push yourself 

to get in touch with what is great about men. You might not fully feel it 

right now, but you can improve and build this up. It will be worth every 

minute since this will absolutely help maximize a man’s interest in you. 

I also recommend that you start writing a list of what you like about 

men. Then every time you think of something, write it down and add 

to the list. Let your list grow as you think of more great things about 

men. The more you appreciate and admire men, the more attractive 

you become. And the more willing you’ll be to talk to them, interact 

same patterns over and over again attracting men with similar flaws 

and relationships that don’t work out.

There is actually new brain research that demonstrates how in general, 

complaining actually hinders your brain function. Man bashing is 

certainly a type of complaining. I know it’s fun to sit around with your 

girlfriends and talk about how men stink. And let’s face it – some men 

do! But in the short and long run, this activity is not good for you, your 

brain, your vibration, your attractiveness and your ability to find love. 

That’s why I am asking you to give it up.

Yes, you have to vent at times, absolutely. But I’m talking about when 

this activity is a habit and a fun past time.

Here’s my belief changing and empowering request for you. Start 

thinking about what you admire about men. 

What might you admire? Here’s a list to get you started.

 ✧ Masculine energy

 ✧ Confidence 

 ✧ Decisiveness

 ✧ Physical strength

 ✧ Emotional strength 

 ✧ Knowing how to fix things

 ✧ Negotiating skills

 ✧ Long arms to wrap around you

 ✧ Snuggling

 ✧ Straight forward thinking
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Chapter 6 
Key #3 — You Are Approachable 

To attract men you need to appear friendly and warm. Hospitable and 

welcoming. So many men are gun shy and tired of rejection. Here’s 

a difficult truth - women can be mean. In particular, very attractive 

women can be ruthless. They know men find them attractive and they 

don’t care how the men feel after talking to them. These women have 

no empathy at all. This is not true of everyone obviously, but I’m sure 

you know what I’m talking about.

Now I’m going to share one of the biggest secrets that changed my 

dating life completely. This powerful revelation became clear one 

night at singles dance on the dance floor. When you are rude to one 

man in a public place or singles event, other men are watching you. 

You may not be aware, but men are noticing you all the time. This is 

part of attraction right? You want men to notice and appreciate you 

from afar. 

Did you ever think about how men don’t actually like to be rejected? 

There are some guys who have very thick skin and don’t care. They 

just keep asking one woman after another until they get a “yes”. But 

the good guys, the quality men who make good mates, this is not 

always the case for them. They are often more sensitive vs. hardened 

or oblivious. So, they do their best to avoid rejection at all cost. Getting 

turned down over and over is hurtful and exhausting.

Quality men you are hoping to meet will see your behavior as they 

watch you from a distance. They then will make a snap judgment about 

whether you are relatively safe to approach or if you’ll be difficult, 

with them and flirt with them. More importantly – the more men will 

be interested and attracted to you!

I have an empowering affirmation audio that many of my clients rave 

about called I Believe that works on your subconscious mind to help 

you believe deep within that love for you is possible. A belief in the 

reality of love will keep you motivated and moving forward when other 

women want to give up. There are three affirmation tracks of different 

lengths, as short at 6 minutes to help generate the belief in love at the 

core of your being.

I have clients who listen to this audio program every night as they go 

to sleep, but you can listen to it any time you want. Repetition is the 

key for affirmations. 
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According to the book Men Don’t Listen and Women Can’t Read Maps, 

women think men are looking for these qualities in a woman in this 

order of priority: 

 ✧ Looks
 ✧ Body
 ✧ Breasts 
 ✧ Butt
 ✧ Personality

But it turns out the authors’ extensive research shows what men want 

is very different. Here are the top five things men are seeking ranked 

in order:

 ✧ Personality

 ✧ Looks

 ✧ Brains

 ✧ Humor

 ✧ Body

Their priorities are not what you think! Turns out your personality 

is top on his list. Another reason why attracting quality men is 99% 

dependent on your mindset and attitude!

To help you with this idea, I have created The Man Attraction Secret 

– an audio program that explains this phenomenon about how much 

your mindset impacts your attractiveness. It goes in-depth into the 

Law of Attraction with far more detail than most programs do. But it 

keeps things really simple too. The point is to fully understand how 

powerful your thoughts and words are and how to use them more 

effectively to get what you want.

hard to please, super picky, not nice and not worth the trouble. If they 

decide not to bother, it means they prefer to avoid you and the hurt 

you might cause. Boom – you just diminished your chances for that 

evening dramatically. 

This is the biggest reason why you want to be courteous to a man even 

if you don’t like him. Find a kind way to send him on his way or you 

have potentially wasted the night because other men might decide 

not to bother with you and risk your type of rejection.

How do you demonstrate that you are approachable? It’s all about 

body language! Smiling, eye contact, acting friendly - these are the 

tools to convey your openness and approachability.

On the flip side, there are some specific things to avoid doing. Don’t 

stand face to face with another woman or in a big group of women. 

Don’t sit down at a table of people. Don’t cross your arms in front of 

your chest or look away quickly when you catch a man noticing you. 

All of this body language signals a man that you are not a good risk or 

you may have a wall up and will literally keep men from meeting you.

The more approachable you are, the more men who will approach 

you. The better your chances of finding a good mate! That makes 

sense right? The best part is when men approach you, they are already 

motivated to try to win you over vs. you having to do all the work to 

pique his interest. You can potentially get a man interested in you, but 

it’s even better when they act under their own power to seek you out.
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When I play this program for women at my workshops, they finally 

give themselves permission to let that inner Goddess out to be seen. 

To let her play and enjoy her feminine gifts. It’s very empowering to 

allow your divine feminine energy to surface and be seen.

Keep in mind, that men pick women who make them feel good. When 

you are in touch with and know how to use your feminine charm, you 

help the men you interact with feel more masculine. 

This is a huge advantage today because so many women have adopted 

what were traditionally masculine behaviors to succeed in business. 

This can be a big turnoff to a man when you interact with him from a 

romantically hopeful perspective. You see, he doesn’t want to compete 

with you in any way when love and connection are involved. He wants 

a woman to validate his masculinity so he can feel good about himself 

– and that is most easily brought to life with your feminine presence.

Don’t get me wrong. I am not in any ways saying you have to dumb 

down or not be yourself. Instead, I am suggesting that you find a way 

to heighten your best feminine self when you are seeking a romantic 

partner.

While I’m talking about being approachable, I might as well do my 

plug for flirting. To flirt is to be playful and interact with men in a 

spontaneous, creative way. It’s not a promise for sex or anything else. 

I’m not talking about sexual flirting, although it does have limited 

undertones. For me, flirting is really about simply body language that 

signals your openness and willingness to talk to men.

First and foremost, to flirt is to acknowledge a man. When you catch 

him looking at you, and you smile back, in essence you are saying, 

“Yes, I see you. I acknowledge you.” You are also saying, “Yes, I know 

you admire me. Thank you.“

I teach a workshop called Flirt School where I explain the details of 

body language and flirtatious conversation. Women have had so much 

success after just one session because the method is so simple anyone 

can do it immediately. And it works! 

I love hearing from my clients who go out with the intention to flirt 

and have the time of their lives. Women are so surprised how well 

flirting works and well received it is by men. One of my clients told 

me how on the first night she tried it, two men asked for her number. 

She’s 49 and divorced, and she said this had never happened to her 

before in all her life.

One of my products that helps you feel more willing to flirt is a 

visualization audio called I’m So Alluring. Some women aren’t in 

touch with their feminine allure and this program can help to rekindle 

that desirability from the subconscious level. Your subconscious mind 

controls everything you MANifest, so that’s where you want the shift 

to take place. 
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people talk about themselves in an upbeat fashion and show their 

good side to the public. 

This is from Lynn Grabhorn’s awesome book Excuse Me Your Life Is 

Waiting. Keep this fact in mind. Your thoughts have energy of their 

own. So, as Lynn would say “The way we think, causes the way we 

feel, and the way we feel causes how we vibrate, and the way we 

vibrate is how we attract.” She means how you attract people, things 

and situations into your life.

In other words your thoughts are directly related to what you MANifest 

in life and the first three letter of MANifest are M-A-N! To attract good 

men into your life, start with good thoughts and being positive about 

yourself. 

Let’s take this a step further, what if you were positive about dating, 

men and your chances for finding love? The truth is – thoughts about 

these topics influence your energy, vibration and the non-verbal signals 

you send out to the Universe and to men! So, when you feel positive 

about finding love, you are that much more attractive – automatically.

For a man, being with a positive, happy woman reassures him that you 

will add fun, happiness and ease to his life. You can also help uplift a 

man by proximity and spending time with him. This helps him see you 

as a good choice for the long term.

I know how hard it can be to stay positive while you are dating. 

Remember I lived through this too. That’s why I created an audio 

program called How to Stay Positive on the Dating Journey. In this 

audio I cover eight powerful ways to maintain your optimism including 

Chapter 7 
Key #4 — You are a Positive, Happy Person 

When you appear to be a naturally happy and positive person, that 

helps a man relax. He will feel relieved that you don’t expect him to be 

the source of your happiness. Countless single women think they will 

meet a man and he will be her entire reason for being happy. Can you 

imagine the incredible burden for men who do want you to be happy? 

That’s a heck of a lot of pressure. 

Smart men know a woman who is already happy and positive about 

life is much easier to be around and spend time with. A happy woman 

gets happy easily and tends to stay there more often as well. You’d 

want the same thing with a man right? You don’t want to be the sole 

source of his happiness either when you think about it. That leads to 

clinginess which is a big turnoff for most women.

Men like easy. I don’t mean “get you into bed” easy. I mean that you 

can take care of yourself so he can focus on his work and personal 

interests AND you. But, not just you. Do you see the difference? He 

wants to know he doesn’t need to give up everything to be with you 

and make you happy. When you are happy and positive, you bring that 

to the relationship and it can be a positive impact on him too. 

Happy people are naturally more attractive. When you see someone 

laughing, it’s natural for others to want to know why. You might 

gravitate towards the happy people at a party. You want in on the fun 

right? When you are positive, you talk about the good things in your 

life and you have expectations of more good things to come. Positive 
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Chapter 8 
Key #5 — Take the Pressure Off

Please take the pressure off yourself, men and dating. Yes, something 

this simple can make all the difference in your romantic potential for 

so many reasons. Here’s my suggestion – simply find a way to enjoy 

meeting new people. That’s it. The most powerful things in life are 

usually the simplest. 

If you can relax and just enjoy the process of meeting new people, 

you will take the pressure off. Now, what happens when you take the 

pressure off? You will:

 ✧ Relax and be yourself

 ✧ Appear more confident

 ✧ Roll with the punches no matter what happens

 ✧ Know there are always more men to meet

 ✧ Avoid looking desperate

 ✧ Avoid grilling or interrogating men – they hate this!

 ✧ Not worry about one date – there are more to be had!

 ✧ Not make any one man overly important

This list circles back to Key #2 – Confidence. When you take the 

pressure off and you relax, this makes you seem confident. And you 

will be because you won’t be worried about any one particular guy. 

You are just out meeting men and meeting new people - no big deal. 

ways to notice positive changes and how to kick negativity to the curb. 

All this will make you a lot more desirable and approachable.
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When you can get to this place of “Positive Neutrality”, you are in the 

ideal spot to attract more men than you ever imagined. Why? Because 

you are no longer desperate. You aren’t hungering. You aren’t clingy. 

Instead, you are your own women, taking social risks, talking to people 

and men, feeling bold and desirable. You flirt with men easily since 

you aren’t worried about what people think. You simply turn on the 

charm, smile, flirt and have your way with the men, because you won’t 

be all rolled up in a tight knot, seeking that one perfect man. 

The more you talk to men, the more men see you are friendly and 

won’t bite their heads off. You become approachable and safe for men 

to talk to and the whole thing builds on itself in your favor! Each of 

these suggestions work together to maximize a man’s interest in you.

My dating coaching clients who have learned this are the women who 

have found great men. They worked to get comfortable talking to and 

meeting men without worrying about if each guy was the right man 

or the perfect man. They stop worrying about wasting time because 

they know each man they meet brings them one man closer to the 

love they want.

My philosophy is that no man is a waste, unless you stay too long 

hoping he’s going to change. Meeting the wrong guy for one drink 

gives you a chance to practice flirting, interact with different types of 

guys, practice being positively neutral and meeting men with ease. 

You’ll build confidence, flirting skills and at the very least, learn more 

about what you don’t want.

I have found time and time again that this is very true – the man you 

think is ideal, is not necessarily the right guy at all. On the other hand, 

the man you think misses the mark, might be the best match you ever 

passed up. When you are willing to spend time getting to know people 

a little to find out who they are, you are giving more men a chance. 

That means you are being more open. 

When you can be curious about people, you’ll discover they often 

have fascinating stories to tell. And the more people you know, the 

more they enrich your life and can introduce you to – more men!

Let’s say you meet a man who is boring or rude. Now you have a new 

story to tell your friends. It doesn’t have to ruin your life or your day. 

Just one more guy you met, no big deal. There will be more. Some will 

be so much better! 

Every man you meet brings you one step closer to the right man for 

you. Do you get that? I want you to really hear this because it’s totally 

true. Every man you meet brings you one step closer to the right man 

for you.

So when you encounter a guy who doesn’t appeal to you, check him 

off the list as “done” and move on. Don’t give your power away to him 

by letting him keep you from meeting the next man. When you do this, 

you let that rotten guy win. Please don’t allow that to happen.
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As always - wishing you love,

Ronnie Ann Ryan – The Dating Coach for Women

Author of MANifesting Mr. Right and Why Can’t I Find Love?

Creator of How to Sizzle vs. Fizzle Online Home Study Course and 

The Man Attraction Secret Home Study Kit

www.nevertoolate.biz

203-877-3777

Chapter 9 
A Quick Review

The 5 Keys to Maximize a Man’s Interest in You. 

1. Know you are a great catch

2. Appreciate men

3. Be approachable

4. Be a positive and happy person

5. Take the pressure off and just meet new people

This is a powerful and highly effective way to approach dating and 

finding love. It can become a natural part of who you are. Once 

you understand how the five keys work and start using them, you 

will automatically maximize a man’s interest in you. The good men, 

the quality men, the men who want a long–term, lasting, loving 

relationship with a great woman like you. 

These amazing men are available and out there. If you use these keys, 

you dramatically increase your ability to attract and then connect with 

them.

This is just one element from the Man Attraction Secret - Home Study 

Kit. If you would like to know more about attracting quality men, click 

here to discover all the simple tools included in this empowering 

attraction program. 

http://www.nevertoolate.biz
http://www.nevertoolate.biz/products/man-attraction-secret/
http://www.nevertoolate.biz/products/man-attraction-secret/

